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**A USA Today Recommended Series!** She'll risk it all to
be with the man she loves… Don't miss PARTING WORLDS,
a fantasy romance from bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis
that reimagines the classic fairy tale of The Little Mermaid.
"I know humans like to start these sorts of stories with
'once upon a time,' but I'm worried that's setting the stage
for false hopes. Because we don't all live, and we aren't all
happy. Not every curse can be broken, after all." Humans
are dangerous. That's the lesson faeries are taught as soon
as their flower petals unfurl, welcoming them into the
world. It's the first thing Aerewyn remembers the
priestesses telling her as a young girl. Humans are
dangerous—don't show them your magic and never cross
into their lands. Why then, when she stumbles upon a
human boy in the woods, does she find him so intriguing?
His blue eyes don't shine with malice. His smile doesn't
menace. His laughter is as warm as the sun against her
cheeks. And when she later discovers he's been knocked
unconscious in a storm, injured and alone in the forest, the
only thing he seems in danger of is dying. So she saves his
life—a single act that will change the fate of both their
worlds… *This is the fourth book in Once Upon a Curse, a
series of interconnected stand-alone novels all set in the
same fantasy universe.
Return to the world of The Raven and the Dove, where
winged people rule the skies, a lost kingdom lives at sea,
and two star-crossed lovers hold the fate of each in their
palms. Perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas, Sabaa Tahir, and
Leigh Bardugo! A queen foretold to save the world... Free
from Malek's clutches, Lyana returns to the world above
determined to keep the isles from falling. But in a land
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where magic is forbidden, convincing the avians to believe
in her power takes the one thing she doesn't have--time.
With Xander's help, she must unravel the puzzle of the rift
and gain their trust or lose her home forever. A dragon in
search of his destiny... Turned into a monster by the king
he loathes, Rafe flees Da'Kin. Yet even with the help of his
crew, he can't outrun the new power simmering beneath
his skin or the gruesome visions haunting his dreams. A
dark spirit calls out to him, and soon he'll have to answer.
New enemies change the game as the final battle draws
near... Stuck in her spirit form, Cassi is at the mercy of the
man she betrayed. Before he wreaks his vengeance, she
must tell someone what she witnessed in the sacred nest. A
demon walks the earth, an evil no one anticipated. But with
all her friendships broken, who among them will believe
her? Prophecies unravel. War arrives. And passions burn,
threatening to set the world aflame. Scroll up and click buy
now to continue this epic adventure!
From bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis comes a paranormal
romance perfect for fans of Twilight, The Vampire Diaries,
and Buffy The Vampire Slayer. Blaze is the third book in
the thrilling Midnight Fire Series."Kira gulped, unable to
stop the growing sense that everything in her world was
about to change."With Aldrich's note burning a hole in her
pocket, Kira is off to England to finally reunite with her
birth mother. But what begins as a dream quickly turns to
a nightmare and Kira is left questioning everything she has
ever known. Can she be the conduit Luke wants her to be?
Can she be the rebel Tristan needs her to be? Or is she
something else? Something no one, not even Aldrich, ever
saw coming...
Five years after the publication of Ignite (Midnight Fire
Book 1), Kira, Luke and Tristan are back with a brand new
adventure in this anniversary novella! After saving the
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world from sure annihilation, life can seem a little, well,
boring. No one is trying to kill any of them…at least, not
yet. But when the opportunity to go on a high stakes,
dangerous mission comes up, obviously they're in.
**A USA Today Recommended Series!** What if Beauty
was cursed, and the Beast was the only one who could save
her? Don't miss WITHERING ROSE, a dystopian romance
from bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis that reimagines the
classic fairy tale of Beauty & The Beast. "As the heat finally
disappeared, I felt the bloom blossom in the very core of
my soul, a rose just like my name--a ticking clock hidden
behind a façade of beauty. From that moment on, my life
would become a countdown, and all I could do was wait
and watch as the petals of time slowly started to fall."
Omorose Bouchene has a secret--magic. There's only one
problem. At the age of seven, an earthquake struck,
catapulting her into a new world. A land made of
skyscrapers and cell phones. Fast cars and fluorescent
lights. A land where magic isn't supposed to exist and
anyone who wields it is the enemy. But after ten years of
hiding, she's desperate to find a place where she can be
free. Because all magic comes with a curse, and her curse
is time--every ounce of power she uses strips days off of her
life. The clock is winding down, and the only option left is
to escape to the realm of the Beast. But the king of
monsters isn't what he seems. And the more Omorose
opens her heart, the more she comes to realize that the
only person she may need to fear is herself. *This is the
second book in Once Upon A Curse, a series of
interconnected stand-alone novels all set in the same
fantasy universe. Keywords: Teen & Young Adult, Fairytale,
Fairy Tale, Retelling, Adaptation, Fairy Tale Adaptation,
Beauty and the Beast, Romance, Dystopian, Paranormal
Romance, Urban Fantasy, Love, Action & Adventure,
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Magic, Fantasy, Beast, Beauty, Shapeshifter, Werewolf,
Werewolves
The Hunter and the Mage
The Raven and the Dove
Death on Ocean Boulevard
Come Back to Me
The Girl Who Wrote in Silk
“[This] is one of the great crime mysteries of modern times. It took
an author of Caitlin Rother’s caliber to bring it into sharp focus. A
riveting read.” —Gregg Olsen, #1 New York Times bestselling
author “I got a girl, hung herself in the guest house.” The call came
on the morning of July 13, 2011, from the historic Spreckels
Mansion, a lavish beachfront property in Coronado, California,
owned by pharmaceutical tycoon and multimillionaire Jonah
Shacknai. When authorities arrived, they found the naked body of
Jonah’s girlfriend, Rebecca Zahau, gagged, her ankles tied and her
wrists bound behind her. Jonah’s brother, Adam, claimed to have
found Rebecca hanging by a rope from the second-floor balcony.
On a bedroom door in black paint were the cryptic words: SHE
SAVED HIM CAN YOU SAVE HER. Was this scrawled message a
suicide note or a killer’s taunt? Rebecca’s death came two days
after Jonah’s six-year-old son, Max, took a devastating fall while in
Rebecca’s care. Authorities deemed Rebecca’s death a suicide
resulting from her guilt. But who would stage either a suicide ora
murder in such a bizarre, elaborate way? Award-winning
investigative journalist Caitlin Rother weaves stunning new details
into a personal yet objective examination of the sensational case.
She explores its many layers—including the civil suit in which a jury
found Adam Shacknai responsible for Rebecca’s death, and the San
Diego County Sheriff’s Department bombshell decision to
reconfirm its original findings. As compelling as it is troubling, this
controversial real-life mystery is a classic American tragedy that
evokes the same haunting fascination as the JonBenet Ramsey and
O.J. Simpson cases. “Rother’s meticulous journalism shines
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through in this authoritative account of the Rebecca Zahau death
incident. If you think you know this case, think again. And read this
book.” —Katherine Ramsland, professor of forensic psychology and
author of The Psychology of Death Investigations
Though the Serbian pack has been brought to heel thanks to the
downfall of their Alpha, the war is far from over. Desdemona, a
witch of unfathomable power, has escaped the wolves’ wrath, but
she will not go quietly into the night. She takes refuge in a place
where even the smallest sliver of light does not dare to enter.
Though she had to flee, she has not given up on the treasure she
wishes to acquire. Her depravity knows no bounds; she's even
willing to search for the one who can assist her in opening a Veil
that has not been opened in millennia – with good reason: the
danger is incalculable. Meanwhile, there are major changes
rippling through the Romanian Grey wolves. Decebel has become
Alpha to the Serbian pack in an effort to begin to unite the Canis
lupis species. Their numbers are dwindling in the wake of the
shortage of true mates and lack of offspring. The wolves are
beginning to lose faith and darkness seems to be crashing in on
them from all sides. But the winds of change are blowing, changes
that will alter the future of not only the Canis lupis, but of another
ancient race as well. Amidst all of this, Sally is continuing to come
to terms with her relationship with the playful, charming, flirty,
unbelievably handsome bartender – who happens to be a member of
the Romanian pack. If all that weren’t enough, the Fates have
decided to pay a little visit to Jen. It’s time to collect. She cheated
the Fates of a life, her life. Now they want what they are due. The
problem? It’s more than Jen is willing to pay. Yes, the war is
indeed far from over. Bargains will be struck, declarations will be
made, sacrifices will be given, love will be tested, and trust will be
questioned as evil makes its stand against them all.
“The authors do not hold back.” —Booklist (starred review) “The
palpable desperation that pervades the plot…feels true, giving it a
chilling air of inevitability.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
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“The Shustermans challenge readers.” —School Library Journal
(starred review) “No one does doom like Neal Shusterman.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) When the California drought
escalates to catastrophic proportions, one teen is forced to make
life and death decisions for her family in this harrowing story of
survival from New York Times bestselling author Neal Shusterman
and Jarrod Shusterman. The drought—or the Tap-Out, as everyone
calls it—has been going on for a while now. Everyone’s lives have
become an endless list of don’ts: don’t water the lawn, don’t fill up
your pool, don’t take long showers. Until the taps run dry.
Suddenly, Alyssa’s quiet suburban street spirals into a warzone of
desperation; neighbors and families turned against each other on
the hunt for water. And when her parents don’t return and her
life—and the life of her brother—is threatened, Alyssa has to make
impossible choices if she’s going to survive.
A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story of loss, second
chances, and first love, reminiscent of Sarah Dessen and John
Green. When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother, Lucas, to
cancer, she thinks she’ll never recover. Between her parents’
arguing and the battle she’s fighting with depression, she feels
nothing inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom suggests they
spend a few months in California with Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a
change of scenery will alter anything, but she’s willing to give it a
try. In California, Oakley discovers a sort of safety and freedom in
Aunt Jo’s beach house. Once they’re settled, Mom hands her a
notebook full of letters addressed to her—from Lucas. As Oakley
reads one each day, she realizes how much he loved her, and each
letter challenges her to be better and to continue to enjoy her life.
He wants her to move on. If only it were that easy. But then a surfer
named Carson comes into her life, and Oakley is blindsided. He
makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is surprised by how
much she cares for him, and that’s when things get complicated.
How can she fall in love and be happy when Lucas never got the
chance to do those very same things? With her brother’s dying
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words as guidance, Oakley knows she must learn to listen and trust
again. But will she have to leave the past behind to find happiness
in the future? Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and
Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for
young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books,
books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our
list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft;
stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about
tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While
not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
A vampire thief on the run. A tracker determined to catch her. A
love not even fate saw coming. Vampire lore meets ancient Greek
mythology in this action-packed paranormal romance perfect for
fans of Shadowhunters, Fallen, and A Shade of Vampire! All
vampire thief Pandora Scott wants to do is put her old life behind
her. That's a lot easier said than done when a supernaturally
enhanced tracker, who also happens to be her ex-boyfriend, is
determined to hunt her down. After four years of running, she's
finally been caught--and that's not even the worst part. When her
latest heist goes south, the head vampire of New York lays a price
on her head for snatching a prized-possession from his personal
vault. Now she has two choices--rely on Jax, the boy who broke her
heart, or accept help from Sam, a mysterious vampire who knows
more than he's letting on. Naturally, she goes with secret option
number three--run like hell. But this time, escape won't be so easy.
Because even a super-speedy vampire with the ability to disappear
can't outrun her own destiny... MIDNIGHT ICE is a modern
retelling of the Pandora myth in a paranormal world filled with
vampires, slayers, were-creatures, angels, titans, and more! Scroll
up and click buy now to begin a series that will suck you in and
leave you wanting more! Rave Reviews for MIDNIGHT ICE! "A
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snarky, action-packed, and entertaining read!" - Betwixt the Pages
"I am in love with Pandora, she is badass!" - E.A. Walsh "Exciting,
suspenseful and full of intrigue." - Jodi Hunter "A must-read for
anybody that is a huge fan of original vampire stories!" - Brandy "5
stars for this supernatural read that I couldn't put down!" - The
Thought Spot "This series has been the highlight of my year." Lilly's Book World "Holy crap that was awesome!!" - Loves Great
Reads "Twist after twist that keeps you glued to the pages." - Nancy
Allen Keywords: Teen & Young Adult, Paranormal Romance,
Romance, Paranormal, Vampires, Angels, Love, Action &
Adventure, Magic, Fantasy, Mythology, Titans, Greek Gods, Roman
Gods, Shapeshifters
Blaze (Midnight Fire #3)
Dry
Frost (Midnight Ice Book One)
Beyond the Veil

From bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis comes the final
book in the thrilling A Dance of Dragons series—perfect
for fans of Kristin Cashore and Tamora Pierce! For the
first time in a thousand years, the fire dragon has been
awakened and Rhen is its rider. But after destroying the
armies that threatened the city of Rayfort, Rhen is
shown a vision in flames that changes everything. The
shadow's phantom armies are coming and the dragons
are the only things that might stop them. High in the
castle at the top of the Gates, Jinji has learned
something of her own. Janu, her long lost twin, is alive.
And just as the spirit shares her body, the shadow shares
his. In the blink of an eye, her quest for vengeance
against the evil that killed her family has changed to one
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of protection. Because she knows that if Rhen learns the
truth he will do what she cannot—end the shadow, and
end her brother in the process. As the shadow grows
more aggressive, Jinji and Rhen fight to find the rest of
the dragon riders. But with time running out, they are
forced to face the impossible decision between honor
and love. Alliances are formed, promises are broken,
and the fate of the world hangs in the balance…
Keywords: teens and young adult, sword and sorcery,
action and adventure, fantasy romance, coming of age,
fantasy, teen fiction, dragons, magic, dual perspectives
Instead of being rescued from a plane crash, as in the
author's book "Hatchet," this story portrays what would
have happened to Brian had he been forced to survive a
winter in the wilderness with only his survival pack and
hatchet.
Blaze (Midnight Fire #3)Kaitlyn Davis
A princess longing to be free. A bastard aching to
belong. Fate brought them together, now destiny will
tear them apart... Don't miss this prequel novella to The
Raven and the Dove, an avian-inspired fantasy retelling
of Tristan and Isolde perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas,
Sabaa Tahir, and Leigh Bardugo! Taking place the day
before book one of the series begins, The Princess and
the Pawn follows two of the four main
characters—Lyana, the dove princess, and Rafe, the
bastard born raven—as they prepare for the upcoming
courtship trials, in which the royal heirs of all the avian
houses compete for mates.
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In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide
range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney
movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of
popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has
heightened the need for academics to question whether
Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the
Western elite that shapes the views of those less
empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney
Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality
in social structural inequality merits serious reflection
according to a number of the articles in the volume. On
the other hand, other authors argue that Disney
productions can help individuals cope with difficult
situations or embrace progressive thinking. The different
approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural
artifacts also vary according to the theoretical
perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and
latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of
the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the
material, showcasing a variety of views about the good,
the bad, and the best way forward.
A Knight To Remember
The Dragon and the Queen
Simmer
Buried Above Ground
Gathering Frost (Once Upon A Curse Book 1)
A princess longing to be free. A bastard aching to
belong. A prince determined to save his kingdom. And a
spy ready to wreck them all. Four fates collide in this
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avian-inspired, epic fantasy retelling of Tristan and Isolde
perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas, Sabaa Tahir, and
Leigh Bardugo!
**A USA Today Must-Read Romance!** Will the prince's
kiss be enough to revive her frozen heart? Don't miss
GATHERING FROST, a dystopian romance from
bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis that reimagines the
classic fairy tale of Sleeping Beauty. "I wish I could say I
was the hero of the story. A resister. A rebel. Someone
who lived to bring an end to the queen who stole my
childhood--my mother, my life, my very world. But I'm
not. I'm not the good guy. I'm the one who puts the good
guys in their graves." Jade was only a little girl when the
earthquake struck. Before her eyes, half of New York
City disappeared, replaced by a village that seemed torn
out of a storybook. Horses and carriages. Cobblestone
streets. A towering castle. And, above all, a queen with
the magical ability to strip emotions away. Ten years
later and Jade has forgotten what it is to feel, to
care...even to love. Working as a member of the queen's
guard, she spends most of her time on the city wall
staring at the crumbling skyscrapers of old New York.
But everything changes when the queen's runaway son,
Prince Asher, returns. Under his relentless taunts, her
blood begins to boil. Under his piercing gaze, her heart
begins to flutter. And the more her icy soul begins to
thaw, the more Jade comes to question everything she's
ever known--and, more importantly, whose side she's
really on. Keywords: Teen & Young Adult, Fairytale,
Fairy Tale, Retelling, Adaptation, Fairy Tale Adaptation,
Sleeping Beauty, Romance, Dystopian, Paranormal
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Romance, Urban Fantasy, Love, Action & Adventure,
Magic, Fantasy, Evil Queen, Prince Charming RAVE
REVIEWS for Gathering Frost! "My favorite thing about
this book is the action. Jade isn't a sleeping princess.
She's the best fighter and so fierce in her "empty" state. I
felt like this was an urban fantasy with all the steam of a
romance." - Jessie Potts, USA Today 'Happy Ever After
Blog' "Davis writes with confidence and poise, and the
story's many twists and turns stave off predictability and
allow readers to become immersed in a starkly magical
world filled with last hopes." - Publisher's Weekly
"Gathering Frost is just awesome in every way. Beautiful
prose, lots of heart-wrenching emotion, action and
romance, a great, unstoppable villain, and a smart, tough
heroine who will fight for what she wants." - Geeks In
High School "The writing is flawless as always and I
must say, way to take a classic and make such a
creative and wonderful twist to it...It's well thought out
and it unbelievably magnificent. I seriously couldn't put it
down. Wait I never actually put it down. I started and
finished in one sitting because it's just that good. This
one is a MUST READ." - Happy Tails and Tales Blog "I
loved everything about this book! The different take on
Sleeping Beauty, the strong female characters, and the
overall vibe of the book/series to come. Jade is amazing
and leaped off the page...This is not just a romance! It
has great action scenes where Jade is kicking some
major ass and there are surprises at every corner." Hooked In A Book "I loved this book. To me is it a very
loose reimagined world of Sleeping Beauty, but that is a
good thing. It kept me guessing and really kept me on
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the edge of my seat. I stayed up late reading as I just
had to know what happens next." - Michelle's
Paranormal Vault of Books
Return to the world of The Raven and the Dove, where
winged people rule the skies, a lost kingdom lives at sea,
and two star-crossed lovers hold the fate of each in their
palms. Perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas, Sabaa Tahir,
and Leigh Bardugo! A mage written in prophecy... When
Lyana wakes in the Sea of Mist, adventure is the first
thing on her mind. But between her unruly new magic
and an unyielding young king, the world below comes
with more responsibility than she ever dreamed. An
entire civilization exists within the fog, and its survival
depends entirely on her. A hunter forged in blood... Adrift
at sea on a ship full of strangers, Rafe fights to cope with
his new reality. He'll do anything to return to the sky and
the people he left behind. When a surprising offer comes
his way, he instantly accepts, sparing no time to consider
the consequences. Loyalties are tested and an ancient
war begins anew... With rebellion in her heart, Cassi
defies her king and befriends the prince she's been
ordered to kill. Oblivious to the threat, Xander welcomes
her into his inner circle, determined to rescue his mate.
As one works to help and the other to hinder, an ancient
enemy stirs, forcing Cassi to choose between trusting
the man who broke her heart and turning her back on
everything she's ever known. With even more romance,
angst, and stunning betrayal than ever before, scroll up
and click buy now to continue the adventure!
Five spellbinding tales of heroines who dared to fight
back, defied all the odds, and, basically…kicked some
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butt. Meet swoony vampires, snarky slayers, evil queens,
rebel princes, dragons, titans, angels, demons, gods,
and more, as these five heroines battle to save their
worlds. Readers of young adult paranormal romance,
urban fantasy, fairy tale retellings, and epic adventures
will all find something to love! This box set includes four
full-length first-in-series novels as well as one novella, all
by USA Today “must-read” author Kaitlyn Davis. Perfect
for fans of Sarah J. Maas, Marissa Meyer, Cassandra
Clare, Sabaa Tahir, and Elise Kova! IGNITE “The writing
is effortlessly mind blowing” – Happy Tales and Tails
Blog The first book in a bestselling series with over
200,000 copies sold! Kira Dawson has the power to burn
vampires to a crisp. The problem is, she doesn't know it
yet. The even bigger problem is, she's dating one.
FROST "A snarky, action-packed, and entertaining
read!" – Betwixt the Pages Vampire lore meets ancient
Greek mythology in this modern retelling of the Pandora
myth in a paranormal world! Vampire thief Pandora
Scott’s life is just fine, until her ex suddenly reappears,
interrupting her latest heist. Because even the hottest
love can leave a girl cold-blooded... GATHERING
FROST “An urban fantasy with all the steam of a
romance." – Jessie Potts, USA TODAY Happy Ever After
Blog The classic fairy tale of Sleeping Beauty gets
reimagined in this twisted, dystopian romance! Working
as a soldier for an evil queen with the ability to strip
emotions away, Jade has forgotten what it means to feel,
to care…even to love. But everything changes when the
queen's runaway son, Prince Asher, returns. THE
GOLDEN CAGE “Mind. BLOWN.” – Spiced Latte Reads
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The prequel novella to the A Dance of Dragons series, a
fantasy adventure with over 500 5-star reviews on
Goodreads! Princess Leena will risk it all to be with the
man she loves. When a birthday celebration takes a
dangerous turn, she is forced to make a decision that will
change the fate of her nation and eventually the world.
THE SHADOW SOUL “If you want to set out on a
journey, read this." – We Do Write The first full-length
novel in the A Dance of Dragons series, told in
alternating male and female perspectives! When Jinji's
home is destroyed, she is left with nowhere to run--until
she meets Rhen, a prince with magic in his blood. But
their meeting is not coincidence. This story has played
out before, in a long forgotten time, an age of myth that
is about to be reborn... If you love kickass heroines and
action-packed adventures full of magic, romance, and a
bit of humor, then scroll up and grab your copy of Daring
& Defiant!
From bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis comes a series
perfect for fans of Twilight, The Vampire Diaries, and
Buffy The Vampire Slayer. When Kira Dawson moves to
SC, she meets Luke, a blond goofball, and Tristan, a
mysterious bad boy. Kira knows they're keeping secrets,
but when she discovers Tristan's lust for blood and her
own dormant mystical powers, Kira is forced to fight for
her life.
Burn
Brian's Winter
The Football Girl
Daring & Defiant: A Young Adult Fantasy and
Paranormal Romance Collection
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Blaze

An ancient evil awakens. Three unlikely heroes
rise. An age of myth is reborn. Try the A DANCE
OF DRAGONS series today, perfect for fans of
Sarah J. Maas, Kristin Cashore, and Tamora
Pierce! This bundle includes the prequel novella,
The Golden Cage, as well as the first full-length
novel, The Shadow Soul. ~~~ THE GOLDEN
CAGE (A Dance of Dragons #0.5) In the land of
Ourthuro, cruelty is a way of life. The king rules
with an iron fist and no one dare defy him--no
one except his daughter. Princess Leena is
keeping a dangerous secret, she has fallen in
love with a soldier and it would mean both of
their lives if her father ever discovered their
affair. But Leena will risk it all to be with the man
she loves--her heart, her life, her freedom. And
when her brother's birthday celebration takes a
dangerous turn, Leena is forced to make a
decision that will change the fate of her nation
and eventually the world. THE SHADOW SOUL (A
Dance of Dragons #1) When Jinji's home is
destroyed, she is left with nowhere to run and no
one to run to--until she meets Rhen, a prince
chasing rumors that foreign enemies have
landed on his shores. Masquerading as a boy,
Jinji joins Rhen with vengeance in her heart. But
traveling together doesn't mean trusting one
another, and both are keeping a deep
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secret--magic. Jinji can weave the elements to
create master illusions and Rhen can pull
burning flames into his flesh. But while they
struggle to hide the truth, a shadow lurks in the
night. An ancient evil has reawakened, and
unbeknownst to them, these two unlikely
companions hold the key to its defeat. Because
their meeting was not coincidence--it was fate.
And their story has played out before, in a long
forgotten time, an age of myth that is about to be
reborn... Keywords: teens and young adult,
sword and sorcery, action and adventure,
fantasy romance, coming of age, fantasy, teen
fiction, dragons, magic, dual perspectives, free,
freebie, free book RAVE REVIEWS for The
Golden Cage and The Shadow Soul! "Gorgeous
writing (spellbinding is a word that fits well here),
creative and unique world and characters that
steal your heart away, this is an unbelievably
fantastic beginning to what is sure to be a new
favorite series. I'm so eager for more!" -Candace's Book Blog "The writing is flawless.
The story and plot line, and plot twists, had me
captivated and enamored for the first words. I
couldn't put this book down for anything, and I
absolutely cannot wait for book two...It's an
amazing start to a new series that is going to
have people of all ages wanting so much more." Happy Tails and Tales "One word to describe
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this book: intense! Everything from the battles,
to the secrets, to the descriptions of the
characters and scenery, are all incredibly
intense. This book had me biting my nails,
stomach tided in knots, and completely
entranced til the last word." - Desert Rose
Reviews "Mind. BLOWN. Do you know that one
book that made you love a certain genre again
because it was so amazingly & beautifully
written?? Well, The Golden Cage is the book that
made me realize how good Fantasy can be." -Spiced Latte Reads "The Shadow Soul was
positively transportive, left me feeling refreshed,
and renewed my faith in symbolism, imagery,
and the importance of world building and
cultural preservation...If you want to set out on a
journey, read this." - We Do Write
In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller
99 Days, perfect for fans of Jenny Han and
Morgan Matson, Molly Barlow finds herself in
Europe on her summer vacation, desperately
trying to forget everything that happened a year
ago. But over the course of nine days and nine
nights, her whole life will be turned upside down
once more. . . . Molly Barlow isn’t that girl
anymore. A business major at her college in
Boston, she’s reinvented herself after everything
that went down a year ago… After all the people
she hurt and the family she tore apart. Slowly,
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life is getting back to normal. Molly has just said
I love you to her new boyfriend, Ian, and they are
off on a romantic European vacation together,
starting with scenic London. But there on a tube
platform, the past catches up to her in the form
of Gabe, her ex, traveling on his own parallel
vacation with new girlfriend Sadie. After
comparing itineraries, Ian ends up extending an
invite for Gabe and Sadie to join them on the
next leg of their trip, to Ireland. And Molly and
Gabe can’t bring themselves to tell the truth
about who they once were to each other to their
new significant others. Now Molly has to spend 9
days and 9 nights with the boy she once loved,
the boy whose heart she shredded, without Ian
knowing. Will she make it through as new and
improved Molly, or will everything that happened
between her and Gabe come rushing back?
“5 stars for this supernatural read that I couldn't
put down!” – The Thought Spot “This series has
been the highlight of my year.” – Lilly’s Book
World “Holy crap that was awesome!!” – Loves
Great Reads “Twist after twist that keeps you
glued to the pages.” – Nancy Allen “Everything
you could ever want in a closer. Drama,
excitement, romance, evil versus good. It’s all
packed into 300 pages of nonstop action.” –
Sarai Henderson Vampire lore meets ancient
Greek mythology in this romantic, action-packed
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series perfect for fans of Twilight, The Vampire
Diaries, and Fallen! MIDNIGHT ICE is a modern
retelling of the Pandora myth in a paranormal
world filled with vampires, slayers, werecreatures, angels, demons, titans, and more!
This box set includes the final two books in the
series, FRACTURE and SHATTER! FRACTURE:
Pandora Scott's world has blown up once again,
but this time she's learned her lesson--saving the
world isn't a job she can do solo. She needs
friends. But when her strongest ally also
happens to be the boy who shattered her heart,
it's not as easy as it sounds. Especially since the
person she has to destroy might just be the love
of her life. With her fate hanging in the balance,
Pandora's got to make a choice. Forgive?
Forget? Fight? Or falter? But everything changes
when she realizes that the people she thought
were heroes might be villains, and the good guys
aren't always as trustworthy as they seem...
SHATTER: Fresh off her victory, Pandora thinks
life is finally starting to look up. No one is trying
to kill her. A few people actually consider her a
close friend. The future is wide open with
possibilities. And she's in love with the boy next
door. But when the titans come crashing into
Sonnyville, adamant that the monster she
destroyed still lives, Pandora can't help but
wonder if things could possibly be as perfect as
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they seem. A shocking death forces her to face
the truth and understand that what she'd hoped
would be the end of the war might really be just
the beginning... What are you waiting for? Scroll
up and click buy now! Keywords: Teen & Young
Adult, Paranormal Romance, Romance,
Paranormal, Vampires, Angels, Love, Action &
Adventure, Magic, Fantasy, Mythology, Titans,
Greek Gods, Roman Gods, Urban Fantasy,
Pandora Retelling
Kira Dawson has the power to burn vampires to
a crisp. The problem is, she doesn't know it yet.
The even bigger problem is, she's dating one.
When Kira Dawson moves to South Carolina, she
meets Luke, a blond goofball who quickly
becomes her best friend, and Tristan, a
mysterious bad boy who sends shivers down her
spine. Kira knows they're keeping secrets, but
when she discovers Tristan's lust for blood and
her own dormant mystical powers, Kira is forced
to fight for her life and make the heartbreaking
decision between the familiar comfort of
friendship and the fiery passion of love. From
bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis comes a
paranormal romance perfect for fans of Twilight,
The Vampire Diaries, and Buffy The Vampire
Slayer. Ignite is the first book in the Midnight Fire
series and it is approximately 65,000 words.
Keywords: Teen & Young Adult, Paranormal
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Romance, Romance, Paranormal, Vampires,
Angels, Love, Action & Adventure, Magic,
Fantasy, Free, Freebie, Free Book RAVE
REVIEWS! "Best book I have ever read besides
The Fault In Our Stars." -- Hope Cooper (Amazon
Review) "This book was awesome! I love the
idea!...The story is fun, exciting and full of
drama!" -- Jen Stewart of Jen's Bookshelf "I was
riveted throughout and was eager to see what
would happen - there was drama, danger, action
and romance that was wonderfully detailed and
described." -- S. Condous "SC" of Obsession
With Books "YES ITS DIFFERENT AND I
THROUGHLY ENJOYED IT!! I'm a vampire lover,
and enjoy any tale that is certainly unlike any
other and that grabs and piques my interest.
Ignite certainly did this." -- K.M. Whittaker "It's a
unique and riveting tale that leaves you begging
for more! (On that note - I am quite literally
breathless in anticipation for Simmer to come
out!)" -- Maria Maldo (Amazon Review) "I walked
into a sign while reading this book - I could not
tear myself away until I finished it!" -- Uncle
Jimmy (Amazon Review) "It's been a while since
I have read a really good YA vampire book. They
have become so cliche that I often avoid them.
Imagine my surprise when I picked up Ignite and
fell in love with it by page 17." -- Kristin of Better
Read Than Dead
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Peyton can’t believe she let her friends talk her
into going on a date—to a sex club, no less. And
dressed up as Lady Guinevere. Peyton doesn’t
believe in love. In fact, life has convinced her
that romance is nothing but a fairy tale. As she
expects, the date goes every kind of wrong and
the jerk she’s with can’t seem to take no for an
answer. Peyton is in trouble, serious trouble,
until a gorgeous knight in shining armor—literally,
a knight—comes to her rescue. Colin likes to play.
To seduce. To give women pleasure. But that’s
all he’s interested in. Once upon a time he
believed in true love and happily-ever-after. That
was until his fiancée left him standing at the altar
with a huge diamond ring and a broken heart.
When he sees Peyton is in trouble, chivalry takes
over. Once she’s safe, he is shocked to realize
he needs more than her gratitude, he needs her.
In his bed. In his life. His. The only way to break
down the walls around Peyton’s heart is to
touch her. Tame her. Demand her complete and
total surrender. Give her…A Knight to Remember.
Burn (Midnight Fire #5)
Withering Rose (Once Upon A Curse Book 2)
A Nightspell Novella
Kingdom of Ash
The Complete Midnight Fire Series
Years in the making, Sarah J. Maas's #1 New York Times
bestselling Throne of Glass series draws to an epic,
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unforgettable conclusion. Aelin Galathynius's journey from
slave to king's assassin to the queen of a once-great
kingdom reaches its heart-rending finale as war erupts
across her world. . . Aelin has risked everything to save her
people-but at a tremendous cost. Locked within an iron
coffin by the Queen of the Fae, Aelin must draw upon her
fiery will as she endures months of torture. Aware that
yielding to Maeve will doom those she loves keeps her from
breaking, though her resolve begins to unravel with each
passing day... With Aelin captured, Aedion and Lysandra
remain the last line of defense to protect Terrasen from
utter destruction. Yet they soon realize that the many allies
they've gathered to battle Erawan's hordes might not be
enough to save them. Scattered across the continent and
racing against time, Chaol, Manon, and Dorian are forced to
forge their own paths to meet their fates. Hanging in the
balance is any hope of salvation-and a better world. And
across the sea, his companions unwavering beside him,
Rowan hunts to find his captured wife and queen-before she
is lost to him forever. As the threads of fate weave together
at last, all must fight, if they are to have a chance at a
future. Some bonds will grow even deeper, while others will
be severed forever in the explosive final chapter of the
Throne of Glass series.
Caitlin and Caleb awake in ancient Israel, in the year 33
A.D., and are amazed to find themselves in the time of
Christ. Caitlin now, finally, has all four keys, but still, she
must find her father. Her search takes her to Nazareth, to
Capernaum, to Jerusalem, following a mystical trail of
secrets and clues in the footsteps of Christ.
Now streaming on Netflix and BBC iPlayer! The Breakfast
Club meets Pretty Little Liars in Gretchen McNeil's sharp
and thrilling sequel to Get Even. Perfect for fans of E.
Lockhart, Karen M. McManus, and Maureen Johnson. The
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members of Don't Get Mad aren't just mad anymore . . .
they're afraid. And with Margot in a coma and Bree under
house arrest, it's up to Olivia and Kitty to try to catch their
deadly tormentor. But just as the girls are about to go on
the offensive, Ed the Head reveals a shocking secret that
turns all their theories upside down. The killer could be
anyone, and this time he—or she—is out for more than just
revenge. The girls desperately try to discover the killer's
identity as their own lives are falling apart: Donté is pulling
away from Kitty and seems to be hiding a secret of his own,
Bree is sequestered under the watchful eye of her mom’s
bodyguard, and Olivia's mother is on an emotional
downward spiral. The killer is closing in, the threats are
becoming more personal, and when the police refuse to
listen, the girls have no choice but to confront their
anonymous “friend” . . . or die trying.
WINNER OF THE 2021 JOYCE CAROL OATES PRIZE NAMED A
BEST BOOK OF 2020 BY O MAGAZINE, THE NEW YORKER,
THE WASHINGTON POST, REAL SIMPLE, THE GUARDIAN,
AND MORE FINALIST FOR: THE STORY PRIZE, THE L.A. TIMES
BOOK PRIZE, THE ASPEN WORDS LITERARY PRIZE, THE
CHAUTAUQUA PRIZE “Sublime short stories of race, grief,
and belonging . . . an extraordinary new collection . . .”
—The New Yorker “Evans’s new stories present rich plots
reflecting on race relations, grief, and love . . .” —The New
York Times Book Review, Editor’s Choice “Danielle Evans
demonstrates, once again, that she is the finest short story
writer working today.” —Roxane Gay, The New York
Times–bestselling author of Difficult Women and Bad
Feminist The award-winning author of Before You Suffocate
Your Own Fool Self brings her signature voice and insight to
the subjects of race, grief, apology, and American history.
Danielle Evans is widely acclaimed for her blisteringly smart
voice and X-ray insights into complex human relationships.
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With The Office of Historical Corrections, Evans zooms in on
particular moments and relationships in her characters’
lives in a way that allows them to speak to larger issues of
race, culture, and history. She introduces us to Black and
multiracial characters who are experiencing the universal
confusions of lust and love, and getting walloped by
grief—all while exploring how history haunts us, personally
and collectively. Ultimately, she provokes us to think about
the truths of American history—about who gets to tell them,
and the cost of setting the record straight. In “Boys Go to
Jupiter,” a white college student tries to reinvent herself
after a photo of her in a Confederate-flag bikini goes viral. In
“Richard of York Gave Battle in Vain,” a photojournalist is
forced to confront her own losses while attending an old
friend’s unexpectedly dramatic wedding. And in the eyeopening title novella, a black scholar from Washington, DC,
is drawn into a complex historical mystery that spans
generations and puts her job, her love life, and her oldest
friendship at risk.
They were enemies…with benefits. Sworn adversaries with
no love lost between them. And yet, the night Brody throws
down the gauntlet, challenges Reegan to surrender to his
touch, she recklessly accepts. An erotic pact forged in
flames. But there are rules. He will give no quarter. No
emotional ties. No commitment. And absolutely, no falling in
love. She agrees to his terms. She makes a deal with the
devil. She’s playing with fire. And they are both about to be
burned...
Ignite (Midnight Fire #1)
Chasing Midnight (Once Upon a Curse Book 3)
A Novella and Stories
Dangerous Designs
The Princess and the Pawn (A Raven and Dove Prequel)
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A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel inspired
by true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant and atmospheric
debut is a poignant tale of two women determined to do
the right thing and the power of our own stories. The
smallest items can hold centuries of secrets... Inara
Erickson is exploring her deceased aunt's island estate
when she finds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric
hidden in the house. As she peels back layer upon layer
of the secrets it holds, Inara's life becomes interwoven
with that of Mei Lein, a young Chinese girl mysteriously
driven from her home a century before. Through the
stories Mei Lein tells in silk, Inara uncovers a tragic
truth that will shake her family to its core̶and force
her to make an impossible choice. A touching and
tender book for fans of Marie Benedict, Susanna
Kearsley, and Duncan Jepson.
**A USA Today Recommended Series!** This faerie
godmother has an agenda of her own… Don't miss
CHASING MIDNIGHT, a fantasy romance from
bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis that reimagines the
classic fairy tale of Cinderella. I could redeem myself
if I wanted to. I could help them. But I won t. I m the
villain of their story, because it s the only way to be
the hero of mine. Hundreds of years ago, humans
learned the secret to sealing magic beneath their skin
and stole it from the world. Faeries reverted back to
flowers. Shifters remained trapped in their animal
forms. Mermaids turned to foam. And the magical
creatures who survived vowed revenge. Nymia is one of
those survivors, a faerie brought back to life by the
return of her magic. When she finds a human girl
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named Ella with her sister s power trapped beneath
her skin, she ll do anything to get her back, including
kill. There s only one problem. This isn t the world
she remembers. Humans here have a power all their
own̶technology. And when a human prince sees her
using magic, he ll use every invention at his disposal to
track her down. The countdown is on, and time is
running out. Nymia needs to find Ella, take back her
sister s magic, and escape the determined prince
before the clock strikes twelve, or she might not make it
out of his city alive… *This is the third book in Once
Upon a Curse, a series of interconnected stand-alone
novels all set in the same fantasy universe. Keywords:
Teen & Young Adult, Fairytale, Fairy Tale, Retelling,
Adaptation, Fairy Tale Retelling, Cinderella, Romance,
Dystopian, Paranormal Romance, Urban Fantasy, Love,
Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy, Faerie, Fae, Fairies
From bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis comes the second
book in the thrilling A Dance of Dragons series̶perfect
for fans of Kristin Cashore and Tamora Pierce!
Drenched in darkness and surrounded by the echo of
screams, Jinji waits deep in the dungeons of Rayfort,
haunted by the memory of the knife stabbing Rhen,
plagued by a foreign voice whispering through her
mind. A few floors above, Rhen rests trapped in a coma,
about to wake to a changed world--a world where his
best friend is a woman, his nephew is the king, and an
enemy army surrounds him on all sides. But human
wars are insignificant compared to the darkness
gathering unseen. Memories of lives she never lived
flash through Jinji's thoughts, hinting at a past that
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cannot be repeated. A mysterious phantom visits Rhen,
carrying cryptic messages of the future. And somewhere
out there, the shadow continues to lurk in silence.
Startled by their altered relationship and tempted by
new feelings, Rhen and Jinji must find a way to work
together. The fate of humanity rests on their shoulders
and the real battle has only just begun... Keywords:
teens and young adult, sword and sorcery, action and
adventure, fantasy romance, coming of age, fantasy,
teen fiction, dragons, magic, dual perspectives
From bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis comes a
paranormal romance perfect for fans of Twilight, The
Vampire Diaries, and Buffy The Vampire Slayer. Blaze is
the third book in the thrilling Midnight Fire Series. "Kira
gulped, unable to stop the growing sense that
everything in her world was about to change." With
Aldrich's note burning a hole in her pocket, Kira is off to
England to finally reunite with her birth mother. But
what begins as a dream quickly turns to a nightmare
and Kira is left questioning everything she has ever
known. Can she be the conduit Luke wants her to be?
Can she be the rebel Tristan needs her to be? Or is she
something else? Something no one, not even Aldrich,
ever saw coming... Keywords: Teen & Young Adult,
Paranormal Romance, Romance, Paranormal, Vampires,
Angels, Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy RAVE
REVIEWS for the Midnight Fire Series! "The writing is
effortlessly mind blowing. I could not put this entire
series down. Once you're hooked, you won't either
because it'll eat you up not knowing what happened!
And then you'll pick a team like I did and you'll fall in
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love with all the characters and you'll want all the bad
guys to die horribly! Just trust me when I say it really is
your loss to miss out on this series! It's a blaze of glory!"
- Happy Tales and Tails Blog "Kaitlyn Davis writes some
of the best action scenes I have come across in a young
adult book; they are fast paced and so well delivered
making this more than just a silly romance." Reflections of a Bookworm "The only downside to this
series, is that it ended. But the ending was beautiful." My Seryniti "Kira isn't a human girl who is one
dimensional and in love with a vampire. She's a wellthought out character who comes to life from the pages
and steals into your heart. Read the books. Do it." Urban Girl Reader "I love and hate how fast of a read
this was! I love it because I couldn't get enough of it and
hate it because once I finished I wanted more!" - I Just
Wanna Sit Here And Read "I really enjoyed Ms Davis's
writing, I was riveted throughout and was eager to see
what would happen - there was drama, danger, action
and romance that was wonderfully detailed and
described." - Obsession With Books "You'll make friends
with Kira, choose sides with Tristan and Luke, and fall in
love with the story at heart about a girl with so bright a
future....even shades aren't gonna cut it." - Satisfaction
for Insatiable Readers
On a cold Sunday evening in early 1957, Sarah
Dewhurst waited with her father in the parking lot of
the Chevron gas station for the dragon he d hired to
help on the farm… Sarah Dewhurst and her father,
outcasts in their little town of Frome, Washington, are
forced to hire a dragon to work their farm, something
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only the poorest of the poor ever have to resort to. The
dragon, Kazimir, has more to him than meets the eye,
though. Sarah can t help but be curious about him, an
animal who supposedly doesn t have a soul but who is
seemingly intent on keeping her safe. Because the
dragon knows something she doesn t. He has arrived
at the farm with a prophecy on his mind. A prophecy
that involves a deadly assassin, a cult of dragon
worshippers, two FBI agents in hot pursuit̶and
somehow, Sarah Dewhurst herself.
9 Days and 9 Nights
Inside the Coronado Mansion Case
The Spirit Heir (A Dance of Dragons Book 2)
Parting Worlds (Once Upon a Curse Book 4)
The Shadow Soul (A Dance of Dragons Book 1)
In this heart-wrenching tale of love and
loss, a young Marine and his best friend’s
sister plunge into a forbidden love affair
while he’s home on leave. When a Marine
Chaplain knocks on her door, Jessa’s heart
breaks—someone she loves is dead. Killed in
action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her brother
or her boyfriend… Three months earlier,
Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home on
leave and dangerously drawn to his best
friend Riley’s sister, Jessa—the one girl he
can’t have. Exhausted from fighting his
feelings, Kit finally gives in, and Jessa
isn’t strong enough to resist diving
headfirst into a passionate relationship. But
what was just supposed to be a summer romance
develops into something far greater than
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either of them expected. Jessa’s finally
found the man of her dreams and Kit’s finally
discovered there’s someone he’d sacrifice
everything for. When it’s time for Kit to
redeploy, neither one is ready to say
goodbye. Jessa vows to wait for him and Kit
promises to come home to her. No matter what.
But as Jessa stands waiting for the Marine
Chaplain to break her heart, she can’t help
but feel that Kit has broken his promise…
Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley? Her brother or
her boyfriend? Who’s coming home to her?
Warning - there is some swearing and this
book ends with a cliffhanger ending! Book 2
(Deadly Designs picks ups where this one ends
off.) The printed form of this book is 202
pages. Drawing is her world...but when her
new pencil comes alive, it's his world too.
Her...Storey Dalton is seventeen and now
boyfriendless after being dumped via
Facebook. Drawing is her escape. It's like as
soon as she gets down one image, a dozen more
are pressing in on her. Then she realizes her
pictures are almost drawing themselves...or
is it that her new pencil is alive?
Him...Eric Jordan is a new Ranger and the
only son of the Councilman to his world. He's
crossed the veil between dimensions to
retrieve a lost stylus. But Storey is already
experimenting with her new pencil and what
her drawings can do - like open portals.
It... The stylus is a soul-bound intelligence
from Eric's dimension on Earth and uses
Storey's unsuspecting mind to seek its way
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home, giving her an unbelievable power. She
unwittingly opens a third dimension, one that
held a dangerous predatory species banished
from Eric's world centuries ago, releasing
these animals into both dimensions. Them...
Once in Eric's homeland, Storey is blamed for
the calamity sentenced to death. When she
escapes, Eric is ordered to bring her back or
face that same death penalty. With nothing to
lose, can they work together across
dimensions to save both their worlds?
From bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis comes a
paranormal romance perfect for fans of
Twilight, The Vampire Diaries, and Buffy The
Vampire Slayer. Simmer is the second book in
the thrilling Midnight Fire Series."Slowly,
like a whisper almost blown away in the wind,
two words streaked across her mind: 'Kiss
me.'"Kira may have survived the eclipse, but
her troubles are far from over. She's headed
to Sonnyville with one goal in mind: to learn
more about her parents. But with Luke and
Tristan competing for her heart and Diana
gunning for her head, time is running out on
the search for her mother. And the closer
Kira gets to answers, the more terrified she
becomes. The conduits fear her, the vampires
fear her, and Kira is starting to wonder if
maybe they're right...
**Finalist in Mark Lawrence's SPFBO 2016!**
An ancient evil awakens. Three unlikely
heroes rise. An age of myth is reborn. From
bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis comes a
fantasy adventure perfect for fans of Kristin
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Cashore and Tamora Pierce! Told in
alternating male and female perspectives, THE
SHADOW SOUL has been hailed as "an amazing
start to a new series that is going to have
people of all ages wanting so much more."
(Happy Tails & Tales Reviews) When Jinji's
home is destroyed, she is left with nowhere
to run and no one to run to—until she meets
Rhen, a prince chasing rumors that foreign
enemies have landed on his shores.
Masquerading as a boy, Jinji joins Rhen with
vengeance in her heart. But traveling
together doesn't mean trusting one another,
and both are keeping a deep secret—magic.
Jinji can weave the elements to create master
illusions and Rhen can pull burning flames
into his flesh. While they struggle to hide
the truth, a shadow lurks in the night. An
ancient evil has reawakened, and unbeknownst
to them, these two unlikely companions hold
the key to its defeat. Because their meeting
was not coincidence—it was fate. And their
story has played out before, in a long
forgotten time, an age of myth that is about
to be reborn... If you like powerful
heroines, rakish princes, and action-packed
slow burn romances set in fantastical worlds,
don't miss The Shadow Soul! Keywords: teens
and young adult, sword and sorcery, action
and adventure, fantasy romance, coming of
age, fantasy, teen fiction, dragons, magic,
dual perspectives, free, freebie, free book
RAVE REVIEWS! "The writing is flawless. The
story and plot line, and plot twists, had me
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captivated and enamored for the first words.
I couldn't put this book down for anything,
and I absolutely cannot wait for book
two...It's an amazing start to a new series
that is going to have people of all ages
wanting so much more." - Happy Tails and
Tales "One word to describe this book:
intense! Everything from the battles, to the
secrets, to the descriptions of the
characters and scenery, are all incredibly
intense. This book had me biting my nails,
stomach tided in knots, and completely
entranced til the last word." - Desert Rose
Reviews "Throughout the story, the stakes
were always raised. There was no part that
lagged while Davis was telling her story of
far off lands, and the drama continued to the
very end...To those readers who like fantasy
and adventure, or to those who tried to read
"A Song of Ice and Fire" but couldn't make it
through the first chapter without falling
asleep - this could be a series for you."
-Pink Fluffy Hearts "The Shadow Soul was
positively transportive, left me feeling
refreshed, and renewed my faith in symbolism,
imagery, and the importance of world building
and cultural preservation...If you want to
set out on a journey, read this." - We Do
Write "I loved this book! I was drawn into
the story with the fantastic and descriptive
storytelling told alternatively between Rhen
and Jinji!... The political pickings, magical
murderers, and shadowy suspense are the real
plot stars in this book and the wonderful
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characterization and world-building adds
extra oomph to grab you and keep you in this
world." - EBook Escapes
A short stand-alone digital novella set in
the world of Leah Cypess's Nightspell, where
ghosts exist alongside humans and nearly
every lavish ball is part murder mystery. In
the kingdom of Ghostland, every murdered soul
comes back as a ghost, and every ghost has
only one desire—vengeance. Emilie had
everything she'd ever wanted—beautiful
dresses, a perfectly decorated room, a party
every night, and the eye of a nobleman. But
then she's killed. And now she'll stop at
nothing to find out who did it. No one in the
palace of Ghostland is above suspicion—not
even the people closest to her. This haunting
fantasy novella is filled with supernatural
thrills and surprising plot twists. Epic
Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new
releases each month.
Midnight Renegade
The Psychosocial Implications of Disney
Movies
Get Dirty
The Office of Historical Corrections
Book 1 of the Design Series
For every athlete or sports fanatic who knows she's
just as good as the guys. This is for fans of The
Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen, Grace,
Gold, and Glory by Gabrielle Douglass and
Breakaway: Beyond the Goal by Alex Morgan. The
summer before Caleb and Tessa enter high school,
friendship has blossomed into a relationship . . . and
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their playful sports days are coming to an end. Caleb
is getting ready to try out for the football team, and
Tessa is training for cross-country. But all their
structured plans derail in the final flag game when
they lose. Tessa doesn’t want to end her career as a
loser. She really enjoys playing, and if she’s being
honest, she likes it even more than running crosscountry. So what if she decided to play football
instead? What would happen between her and Caleb?
Or between her two best friends, who are counting on
her to try out for cross-country with them? And will
her parents be upset that she’s decided to take her
hobby to the next level? This summer Caleb and
Tessa figure out just what it means to be a boyfriend,
girlfriend, teammate, best friend, and someone worth
cheering for. “A great next choice for readers who
have enjoyed Catherine Gilbert Murdock’s Dairy
Queen and Miranda Kenneally’s Catching
Jordan.”—SLJ “Fast-paced football action, realistic
family drama, and sweet romance…[will have]
readers looking for girl-powered sports
stories…find[ing] plenty to like.”—Booklist “Tessa's
ferocious competitiveness is appealing.”—Kirkus
Reviews “[The Football Girl] serve[s] to illuminate the
appropriately complicated emotions both of a young
romance and of pursuing a dream. Heldring writes
with insight and restraint.”—The Horn Book
A Dance of Dragons: Series Starter Bundle
Love, Lucas
Found (Book #8 in the Vampire Journals)
Midnight Ice: Books 3 & 4
The Phoenix Born (A Dance of Dragons Book 3)
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